


Prologue

Today on 08.10.2020 at 18:00 clock took place our 11th
community meeting took place in Teamspeak.

- - - - - - - -

Since there is always work going on in the background,
we would like to bring you up to date and tell you about

our work.

- - - - - - -

This short, small "handout" is especially meant for the
people who couldn't participate at the time of the

Teamspeak conversation.
at the time of the Teamspeak conversation, so that you

don't be withheld from you.
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Taming Helper

Two special dedicated players on the server have built up a small
"business", which can be used by other players!

Cr4nk and Uldaren are the players behind the title Tame Service
(formerly Tame Helper).
You can order "tames" from them and they will then tame and deliver the
dinos to you! Of course, all this comes at a price.

You can learn more about it in the buy-sell-trade channels of our Discord
in the individual posts.



Base Saver
By now there should be a Base Saver from our Valhalla Mod in every
Base!

Since there have been discussions about it in recent times, we will
mention it here again specifically.

The BS does NOT have to stand visible for everyone outside, it is
enough if he stands so that the admins can porten there WITHOUT that
they get stuck in a wall! I.e. just do not install it completely, but let it
breathe a little! Should he be installed and an admin ported to him, you
must also be aware that the admin the BS evtl free shoots and you lose
structures.

Valhalla Mod
The Basesaver was phase 1 of our Valhalla Mod. Currently, we are
already to let you build the spawn huts (smaller tests are still pending).
After that it will go forward in big steps with the COmmunity Mod! We
already have some QOL items on our list, which will be added in any
case.
Let us surprise you! It will not be your loss :D



Genesis 2 Missions

We all know that Genesis 2's performance is absolutely terrible, and
sometimes big, sometimes micro-lags occur from time to time.
Unfortunately, this makes it difficult to complete the missions that are
needed to defeat the ARK end boss there.

Now a player came to us with an idea, which we presented to you at the
Stammtisch.

It's about making Genesis 2 missions "buyable".
I.e. it will work in such a way that for this feature extra an Admin is
"abkommandiert". You will have to write to this admin if you want to "buy"
one (or more) Genesis missions. On a day, which the admin then
determines, he will sit down with the buyers, take them into the Genesis
2 mission and then complete via admin command, so that you then also
have this on your counter.

But it will not be cheap.

- Price per Alpha Mission 11k points
- Price per Beta Mission 8k points
- Price for Gamma Mission 2k points
- Price for a "total package" 19k points
(Gamma, Beta, Alpha Mission)

Responsible admin: Josefine

Prices are NOT negotiable...
They are fixed and everyone pays the same.



Season 3

It's been a long time since we had a real "fun" season.
At the end of October, beginning of November, the time has come again,
the gates of a new season will be opened again....

Dive into an adventure in the spirit of Nikola Tesla, with the wonderful
mod Steampunk...
You will be able to discover, build and use all kinds of strange devices.
Be it a trike on a treadmill, or a giant airship to dominate the sky with.

You don't know what to do? No problem, the mod Kavans Missions will
regularly provide you with quests that you can do to earn gold coins and
then exchange them for goods in an ingame store.

For those of you who like to play and breed with ravenous dinos, we also
have the right thing for you! Have a romp with the voracious Domination
Rex!

All in all, this promises to be an exciting season, and we're all looking
forward to it being a great success!



Event

After the regulars' table, a small event that ran on Scorched Earth took
place.
Alpha Basilisks were spawned all over the map so you can all grab some
of their precious materials.

The event itself was received with great enthusiasm, and therefore it is
certain that this will not be the only event of its kind.

Event Team

As always, we are still looking for players who are willing to support our
dear Meradion in the event team! If you are interested, just contact him
and he will tell you what he expects from you.



Epilogue

In this sense the Valhalla team thanks you for the
the lively attendance at our eleventh regulars' table.

It was a very interesting and informative evening.

With kind regards

Your Team




